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Shaikh Group of Institutions’ Shaikh Central School conducted Investiture Ceremony that 

marked the appointment of the new student council for the current academic year. 

The ceremony commenced by escorting of the Chief Guest Captain Gireesh (Rtd) MLRIC 

followed by the Welcome Dance and lighting of the lamp by Dignitaries on the Dias.  



It was the occasion where the young students were all prepared to discharge the responsibilities 

entrusted to them by the school.The newly appointed student council members were adorned 

with badges and sashes symbolizing their positions and responsibilities towards school.  

The Chief Guest, Captain Gireesh (Rtd) who served the nation with distinction for 30 years 

graced the occasion. The Chief Guest inspired and guided the Student Cabinet Members with 

his motivational words to be the role models and render their responsibilities sincerely as the 

nation builders of tomorrow and to be proud to be an Indian. He also advised the students to 

inculcate the values of punctuality, time management, dedication, discipline and determination 

as they are the guiding stars for success. 

The speeches by Cabinet President Ms. Saadia Balekundri and Prime Minister Ms. Damini 

Rajput motivated the newly elected members to take up their task with zeal and enthusiasm. 

Dr. Ratna Bendigeri appreciated the honesty, confidence and clarity in thoughts which the 

cabinet members had exhibited during their selection process and wished that they work not just 

for the betterment and growth of their fellow students but for their personal growth as well. 

Vice-Principal and Academic Coordinator Mrs. Gultaz Khan advised all cabinet members to be 

humble and remain in gratitude because they are on the threshold of a new beginning 

The programme was concluded with vote of thanks by Mrs. Vasundhara Rajput .The function 

was a success with the support and guidance of Management and Staff. 

 


